
Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365  
Using Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365 ensures  
that your backup strategy meets your responsibilities. 

Using Office 365 for email means you don’t have responsibility for the infrastructure that runs your email software.  
You still have responsibility for the email itself, however.  
 
That means you can’t rely on Microsoft’s backups and support for meeting your compliance and e-discovery obligations. 
You need to make sure you have backups that Microsoft doesn’t control and that you have immediate access to. 
 
Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365 gives you control over your email backups, making sure you have the mail files 
you need available to satisfy your legal obligations.

Managed Veeam Backup for  
Microsoft Office 365 
 
The criticality of email to business combined  
with increased regulatory and compliance  
requirements means having secure, accessible  
backups is fundamental to reduce the business  
risks associated with email. 
 
Managed Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office  
365 from VAST ensures that your Office 365  
backups are configured properly, executed  
properly, and stored securely. Expert monitoring  
ensures that any problems are addressed  
immediately to ensure the reliability of this vital  
business process. 24x7 support guarantees the 
backups are available when you need them. 

Let VAST’s Veeam expertise give you  
peace of mind that you are protecting  
critical business data with our Managed 
Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365.

Managed Veeam Backup for 
Microsoft Office 365

Veeam’s Backups also give you these  
recovery benefits: 
 
•   recover specific mailbox items (email,  
     contacts, calendars) to Office 365 or  
     on-premises mailboxes or as files  
•   easily apply e-discovery to Office 365 mail  
•   achieve more rapid recovery objectives  
•   use the same tools to recover email no  
     matter where the original data resides  
•   migrate mailbox data between cloud and  
     on-premises Office 365

With Veeam Backup, you gain these  
backup benefits: 
 
•   full control over retention policies  
•   reduce the costs of maintaining backups  
     in the cloud  
•   use the same tools to backup Office 365 in  
     the cloud and on-premises  
•   backups stored in a different location than  
     original data 
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